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reasons for this reform, not only in the interest of the pro-
fession but also of the public, and prominently advocated
this needed and useful reform when a candidate for one of
the direct representatives of the General Medical Council
both in I891 and i896, and I would desire through the
columns of the JOURNAL to bring this resolution of the Man-
chester Medical Guild before the attention of the present can-
didates for the ensuing election of the direct representatives
on the General Medical Council, for although I have prac-
tically retired I still take great interest in all that concerns
the welfare of the profession, and particularly in all reforms
that promise to improve the position and income of the
general practitioner, in whose ranks I laboured for nearly
forty years.-I am, etc.,
Bournemouth, Aug. 25th. FREDERICK H. ALDERSON, M.D.

SIR,-Your correspondents in writing about vaccination and
underselling appear to have overlooked one point "the con-
science clause." I am not a public vaccinator, but I vacci-
nate for the same charge as I did previous to the present Act.
I only put one mark, as I believe one mark is better than
none, and many of my poorer patients say, "If you won't
vaccinate as I want, I will go before the magistrates and get
an exemption." Therefore I put one mark on, and am paid
between £3o and /4o a year for so doing. Of course where
the public vaccinator acts honourably it always tends to
efficient vaecination, but where (as has happened to me) the
public vaccinator has on more than one occasion used his
position to criticise my professional and private character to
the patients when he called to vaccinate, it must lower the
efficiency.-I am, etc.,
August 28th. COLLIERY SURGEON.

THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL AND
UNQUALIFIED PRACTICE.

SIR,-In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 24th you
mention the facts of the Duchess and the Bonesetter. and I
think it is a very good case to show how the General Medical
Council tie down the qualified practitioner and yet allow
bonesetting and quackery to go on. Below I point out the
difference between being qualified and unqualified:

QUALIFIED. UNQUALIFIED.
A qualifled man cannot employ an Can act as a bonesetter, put hlis

unqualified assistant to order medi- name on the door, adver-tise and go
cine, dress a wouind, or attend a out visiting patients. Can lecture.
miiidwifery case. He cannot adver- send persons out with books of
tis.e himself. He cannot even em- pictures, lecture upon treatment,
ploy anl assistant to lhelp him who and sell drugs and instrumnents.lhas spent tllree years at hospital. advertise, etc.. patent medicines to

cure everything, and call them-
selves Doctor uoder the cloak of a
stamp. Can do anything.

Now upon the above facts every member of the British
Medical Association should take action and force the General
Medical Council to act fairly, and either allow every medical
man to employ unqualified assistance, or stop unqualified
practice. 1 trust others will give their opinion upon this
matter.-I am, etc.,
September 3rd. A MEMBER.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
SIR,-The statement to which Surgeon-General Harvey took

exception at the annual dinner of the Indian Medieal Service
-namely, that, with the single exception of Dr. D. D. Cun-
ningham, no man had ever been rewarded for good profes-
sional work-was made originally, not by " a gentleman in a
medical journal," but by the Times ofIndia, one of the leading
papers in India, in a leader (July 22nd, I899). Perhaps you
would print the paragraph in e*ten8o:

It is a legitimate cause of bitterness to an entire service to look hack,
at any rate for thirty years, and note that but a single medical officer-
Dr. Cunningham, of Bengal-has had an honour from Government for
something like purely professional work.......What honours we see are
for services concerned with administration or for some outside detail:
but we contend that the service, in so far as its work is purely medicaland surgical, is consistently passed over......So long as men like Freyer,
Keegan and Ross can leave the service unrequited and disregarded, so
long will the reproach lie at the door of Government that they carenothing about surgery or diagnosis or therapeutics, and so long will the
bitter taunt be justifled that it is the policy of the State to withhold its
laurels from that section of its medical officers who devote their lives to
the service of humanity in being physicians or surgeons first.

In another "leader" on January 27th, I9co, the Time8 of
India returns to the charge:
While biennial honours are scattered about, often on unknown men for

unknown causes, it is not creditable that the good work of the best sur-
geons should be consistently ignored, as if industry and eminence in the
treatment of the sick were qualities positively repulsive and dishonouring
to Government.
Were these remarks made by the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL,

a professional bias might, perhaps not unjustly, be read into
them. But surely such bias may be excluded in the case of a
lay newspaper, and one which very closely watches Indian
affairs. The weakness of Surgeon-General Harvey's case is
manifest when he has to drag in an offieer " who, though not
a member of, was in intimate relation with, the service." The
discussion is as to the distl-ibution of honours to the I.M.S.,
and not to officers "in intimate relation Rith" it. But the
allusion to Mr. Haffkine's C.I.E. is not a happy one in any
case, when one contrasts it with the K.C.I.E. conferred on
Sir Andrew Wingate for his plague work; and one wonders if
Mr. Haffkine had been an Indian civilian instead of only " in
intimate relation" with the I.M.S., whether he, too, would
not have got a K.C.I.E.
A categorical denial of the statement made by the Time8 of

India is not enough. The only way of rebutting it, and the
easiest, if it be "'entirely untrue," would have been to have
given the names of officers who have been rewarded for " purely
professional work " as distinguished from administrative
work.-I am, etc.,
August 25th. EYEME&

THEORIES OF INHERITANCE.
SiR,-As a Lamarckian, and hence a believer in Mth

hereditary transmission of acquired characters of a certain
kind, I look on the address of Professor Adami on Theories of
Inheritance, published in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
June ist as the most important utterance relative to biology
in connection with medicine as well as organic evolution, that
has appeared for a long time. As the Professor truly points
out, physicians have hitherto almost wholly depended on
biologists for their conception of living processes, but as these
latter have interpreted living Nature from morphological,
rather than from physiological or functional conceptions, it
is manifestly time that physicians take up the questions and
consider them from that aspect which chiefly appeals to them,
namely, the physiological.
There are, it must be recognised, acquired characters and

acquired characters, and whilst leaving to Professor Adami
and those who hold with him the question as directly related
to medicine, I shall consider very briefly that side of the
question to which I have given most thought. Now, some
acquired characters are transmitted, others are not. As
physiologists we know that the brain controls the whole of
the life processes of an organism, hence those acquired
characters which do not affect the brain directly are not
transmitted; on the other hand, those which do affect the
brain directly, either through voluntary or involuntary
action, are transmitted.
To illustrate-the loss of a tail does not affect the brain as

the centre of control, except perhaps for' a short time in a
general way; neither does the removal of the prepuce. It is
true we may find in the spinal centres a few cells afected by
the loss of tail or prepuce, namely, those in connection with
the nervous supply of those parts. But that derangement is
soon rectified, and the living processes go on as before in
spite of the loss of the parts in questinn, since even in the
case of the tail the stump may still be wagged. The various
nerve outposts-the ganglia-look after the loss without
directly appealing, as we may say, to the great nerve centre
-the brain, hence such acquired characters are not trans-
mitted.

It is otherwise, however, when an acquired character
directly affects the brain, that is, increases or lessens any of
its functions in any way. If an animal, through a change of
circumstances, has to make certain new efforts to obtain, food,
etc., these efforts must originate from the brain, since they
are voluntary, hence the brain is directly modified, and the
parts in connection therewith are also modified. And if the
change in circumstances is permanent, inducing similar
efforts on the part of the offspring, gradually the modifica-
tions thus produced are inherited, and in time, if the changes
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in structure are typical, change of species occur. Again, if
through a change of climate an organism is affected through
the whole of its surface nerves, a direct impression is made on
the brain, which impression leads in time to a permanent
modification of character. Such a change of character and its
inheritance is seen in a change of complexion, as, for instance,
where Europeans, as the Boers, gradually acquire a darker
skin, and also where wool gives place to hair, in sheep intro-
duced from a cold or temperate climate to a tropical one.
The above contentions maybe illustrated in abundant ways.

We thus learn that, not all kinds of acquired characters are in-
herited, but only those which produce a modifying effect on
the governing portion of thenervous system, that is, the brain.
These views I have elsewhere-Natural &ience for October
1899-endeavoured to point out. Indeed, biologists seem to
have overlooked the direct and modifying influence exercised
by the nervous system, and brain in particular, in rendering
organisms capable of reacting to the varying influences of
the environment in certain definite ways, so that certain
acquired characters may become gradually fixed through
heredity, thus leading in time to change of species.
The above explanation tells us, then, why " hecatombs of

cats' tails " or the " experience of the circumciser " has failed
to shake the conviction of the believer in natural selection or
Darwinism, failed, because such mutilations cannot be in-
herited, and hence are not crucial tests of the theory that
"acquired characters are inherited" in suitable conditions
,or under suitable influences.-I am, etc.,
Bridgetown, Barbadoes, Aug. ,5th. R. F. LICORISH, M.D.

THE SPITTING NUISANCE IN DENMARK.
8IR,-1 have just returned from a tour in Denmark and a

.-visit to Professor Finsen's Hospital in Copenhagen, and I was
very much struck by the following: At all stations, post
offices, lavatories, etc., there are placed notices calling
-thattention of the public to the dangers of expectoration
as a means of conveying tuberculous mischief, and a request
is made to refrain from unnecessary spitting. These notices
are placed in prominent positions and are printed in a bold
type. The dangers are briefly but fully pointed out, and the

- result of having brought before the general public this matter
in so open a way has been most satisfactory. It seems to give
one a sense of safety to know that the dirty habit of useless
expectoration is practically extinct in that Northern capital.
The railway smoking carriages and the pavements could,
indeed, teach us Britishers a lesson.-I am, etc.,
$hifnal, Salop, Aug. 22nd. Louis KNUTHSEN, M.D.

SERVICES ON ST. LUKE'S DAY.
SIR,-On or about St. Luke's Day the members of the Guild

of St. Luke hold their annual meeting, and have an anni-
-versary service at St. Paul's Cathedral. I beg to suggest that
.a similar service be held in every town in the kingdom on
-that day, or on the following Sunday, and that a collection
be-taken at each, of which one-fifth be given to the British
iWedical Benevolent Fund, one-fifth to the Royal Medical
,-Benevolent College, Epsom, one-fifth to the Society for the
'Relief of Widows and Orphans of MedicalMen, one-fifth to the
Lancet Relief Fund, and one-fifth to church expenses. These
=most deserving charities would benefit greatly by these collec-
Cions. St. Luke's Day (October i8th) will this year fall on a
,Friday.-I am, etc.,
Bedford, Aug. 26th. HORAcE E. HAYNES.

NEURO-CHEMISTRY.
Sin,-The results obtained by Dr. Mott and Dr. Halliburton

and which you quote in a leading article, are not to my mind
convincing. I refer to the discovery of cholin in the blood
of general paralytics. The blood contains a certain amount
of potassium salts, and on being evaporated to dryness, ex-
tracted with alcohol and treated with platinum chloride, these
,ould be precipitated in exactly the crystalline form de-
scribed for the double chloride of platinum and cholin. I
have treated considerable quantities of cerebro-spinal fluid
obtained post mortem, in the manner described, and obtained
a sufficient amount of the crystals to make an analysis; and
I found that on ignition they leave 6o per cent. of residue

containing potassium, instead of the 36 per cent. of pure
platinum that the cholin salt should leave.
Have Drs. Mott and Halliburton excluded the possibility

of their crystals being the double salt of potassium? I ob-
tained great quantities from the cerebro-spinal fluid of
patients who had died of pneumonia, which was what one
would expect for the potassium and salt. I should be much
obliged if my doubts could be put to rest.-I am, etc.,
Lancaster, Aug. 26th. A. F. SHOYER, M.D.

PROLAPSE OF THE FEMALE URETHRA.
SIR,-In the EPITOME of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of

August 17th, par iii, you record a very interesting case of
" prolapse of the female urethra " in the practice of Glaevecke.
Some fifteen years ago the late Dr. Henry Liston of Sunder-
land asked me to see with him at the Children's Hospital a
similar case in a girl aged i i years, who had been sent to him
as a case of procidentia uteri. I can quote your words to
describe the case: "A tumour about the size of a cherry was
seen between the crescentic hymen and the clitoris. At about
the centre of this tumour a small opening was found. On
putting a sound through the opening it was found to lead
into the bladder; the tumour was red, glistening, and bled
on handling." We cut it off with scissors; slight bleeding
continued until next day, when we found the bladder dis-
tended as far as the umbilicus with blood. We dilated the
urethra, washed out the bladder, pulled out the stump of the
urethra, tied the bleeding vessels, after which the patient
made a perfect recovery.

I saw a still more remarkable case with Dr. Spencer at
Hetton-le-Hole some ten years ago. He was called to see a
married woman aged 20, four months pregnant, who was
suffering from considerable pain of a bearing-down character
and loss of blood, she was supposed to be a aborting;
and on examination we found protruding from the vulva a
purple bleeding mass about the size and shape of a Jargonelle
pear, with two small openings in it, from one of which urine
was dribbling. The other opening was blocked by a small
uric-acid calculus, which we removed, and then returned the
mass, which was the bladder inverted, after which she had no
farther trouble, and went on to full time. There was a history
of a renal calculus of the left side for some months; this had
left the kidney, and got arrested after passing down the
ureter at the opening into the bladder; and the pressure
from behind had caused the inversion and protrusion of the
bladder.-I am, etc.,
Sunderland, Aug. 24thi. JAMES MURPHY.

"TWINS IN THE FAMILY."
SIR,-Has anyone ever suggested or believed that thepaternal influence could determine a twin pregnancy?Except that it is unscientific to say that anything of the sortis impossible, one would be inclined to deny the possibility of

such an occurrence. The following facts may be pure coinci-
dence, but they are worth recording.
A family consisted of four brothers, A., B., C., D., and no

sisters.
A. married, and became the father of twin sons and three

other sons. B. was father of twin girls and three other
children. C. was father of twin sons. The eldest of the twin
sons of A. has again become father of twin sons. There is no
history of twins on the female side in any of the marriages in
the family.

IHere, then, is a case where a man himself, his father, and
three paternal uncleos have begotten twins.

I suppress names, as I slhould be sorry to deter any ladyfrom marrying into the family.-I am, etc.,
August 31St. J. B. H.

ANOTHER WARNING FROM AUSTRALIA.
SIR,-One of the editorials in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL

of May iith, 190I, p. II65, is headed " A Warning from Aus-
tralia," and speaks of the remuneration of 41d. per week per
family given by the N.S.W. Oddfellows. It may interest
some of the readers of the JOURNAL to learn that we in New
Zealand receive the princely wage of 31Ad. per week, and
that there are medical men anxious to get such appointments.
-T a'n. etc.,
Waihi, New Zealand, July 17th. A. H. PORTER, MemberB.M.A.
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